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A note from the Editor 
     Our first 2014-2018 project has been completed successfully - General Bauer’s    

memorial has been beautifully restored.  Many of you have already seen the photos and 

videos online, and you can visit the Hungarian Defence Forces’ website at 

www.honvedelem.hu for the official coverage (search “Bauer”). On the opposite  

page are some of the highlights.  These centenary years give us all the opportunity to 

focus on an aspect of World War I history which interests us the most, and with a little 

extra  effort we can truly achieve great things. 

     UK VP Jack Keir has shared some of his experiences in his “Austro-Hungarian  

Travelogue” - and I think you’ll find his observations very useful if you also plan to 

visit some of the places which are so significant to Austro-Hungarian military history. 

     Our feature article is an overview of the ranks of the Frontline-Fighters’ Association, 

focusing on the collar and shoulder insignia.  This is another first for the IHMHPS and 

the Magyar Front - no one in Hungary or the rest of the world has written about this 

subject or has comprehensively identified these badges or documented this system of 

rank insignia.  This article will help historians and military history enthusiasts correctly 

identify the positions of members of this historically important organization. 

     I am also very pleased to announce that the English edition of German War - Russian 

Peace is now available.  It was originally written in French by the Co-President of the 

Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association, Dr. Antal Ullein-Reviczky, and now has 

been translated by his daughter, IHMHPS lifetime member Lovice Ullein-Reviczky.      

I highly recommend it, and I am certain you will find yourself even more connected to 

our shared history after reading it.  
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1: General Bauer Project Leader Ákos Bíró 
 

2: Hungarian Defence Forces Field Rabbi Yoel Totha 

(left, with papers) and László Fekete, Chief Cantor 

of the Dohány Street Synagogue (centre). 
 

3: Historical re-enactor wearing World War I 

uniform holds General Bauer’s sword. 

General Bauer Monument Restored 

Mission Accomplished: 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

4: Hungarian Defence Forces honour guard by 

the monument, and historical re-enactor Balázs 

Jásdi stands in the foreground. 
 

5: Wreaths from the Hungarian Defence 

Ministry and the IHMHPS. 

Unveiling General Bauer’s refurbished monument - May 26th, 2014 
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our leader to the guru of ODMs, Gergely Sallay who has 

become a firm friend and who I have had the pleasure of 

meeting on every trip to Budapest since for a day out at plac-

es of interest (and often a root around the Ecseri market, 

which is really just an excuse for a breakfast lángos).          

As well as his encyclopaedic knowledge of ODMs he knows 

where all the good cake shops are.  A visit to his office also 

allowed me to meet Dr. Ágnes Makai, the co-author of 

Kereszt, Érem, Csillag (the well-known book on Hungarian 

orders, decorations and medals).  On one trip we paid a visit 

to Magyarnandor-Kelecsény to call upon IHMHPS member 

Lovice Ullein-Reviczky to photograph her late father’s 

ODMs, and where we were also privileged to see a variety of 

diplomatic documents from the extensive archives of the 

Antal Ullein-Reviczky Foundation. 

     Anyway, I started my trail at the beginning - by visiting 

Sarajevo in 2011 where the chain of events which led to the 

outbreak of war began. Notwithstanding the fact that       

Bosnia-Herzegovina is a basket-case in terms of its          

government and economy, and remains in many respects still 

divided, it is one of the safest cities in Europe. The people 

are lovely and friendly, at least to tourists.  Lying as it does 

in a valley, the history of the city is easily traced by a long 

walk.  From the earliest surviving parts in the east which date 

to the 15th century, the Ottoman gives way to the KuK to art 

deco to the socialist - culminating in the airport in the west.  

The diverse cultures which made the city can be found   

within a short stroll where the main mosque, orthodox     

cathedral, Roman Catholic cathedral and main synagogue are 

within a stone’s throw of one another.  One can partake of 

the most delicious cevapi or other Turkish style food, the 

cooking smells of which pervade the old town, then take a 

digestive wander for coffee and cake in a café which would 

stand up well to any in Budapest or Vienna – I did a lot of 

walking.  Many tours are available which demonstrate the 

     I began my World War I commemoration early. I saw it 

coming, and finding crowds disagreeable and possessed of a 

certain diffidence that discourages me from following one,    

I have now almost completed my own little trail of some 

significant points which lead up to those cataclysmic events.  

The trail happily coincided with another, albeit vaguer plan 

to visit the principal parts of the Austro-Hungarian Empire in 

the successor states (and the successor states of the successor 

states).  In present circumstances Eastern Ruthenia may have 

to wait!  These two quests have had the happy consequence 

of allowing me to meet a number of our members in Europe.  

While the latter has proved that this is the very best          

International Hungarian Military History Preservation     

Society in the world, it has instilled a sense of inadequacy in 

me as a mere bling-seduced amateur. 

     I have visited Budapest and Vienna many times before 

but it is only in these last three years that I have started to 

meet more of our people.  I must acknowledge the helping, if 

not guiding, hand of our own IHMHPS president.  It must be 

over fifteen years now that sitting at my first steam-powered 

computer, I purchased a facsimile Signum Laudis from him 

through Ebay. On completing the purchase I added a wee 

message mentioning that Vancouver and Budapest were my 

two favourite cities. He replied, we started chatting and   

before long he had me writing an article for New Hungarian 

Voice.  On my next visit to Vancouver I met up with him, the 

lovely Lorraine and the well-pampered Mazsola.  Peter has 

become, as he has to many of us, a real friend who has truly 

enriched me and much enhanced my frequent visits to     

Central Europe by his contacts with fascinating people there. 

     My first exposure to a significant person was when I met 

the great (IHMHPS Hungary VP) Péter Laborc.  It was 2001, 

and an arrangement was made to meet him at a militaria 

show in an outlying part of Budapest.  The language barrier 

was solved by enlisting an English speaking chap who kindly 

showed me around.  Some years later I was introduced by 

by Jack Keir 

My Austro-Hungarian Travelogue 

Continued on page 14... 

JACK KEIR PHOTO 
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     The Hungarian Frontline Fighters’ Association was a  

paramilitary organization which had its own unique system 

of ranks and rank insignia.  It was funded privately for the 

most part, so the leaders and organizers weren’t able to put 

as much effort into things like regulation manuals or uniform 

and insignia charts, like those that were published for the 

Hungarian military.  Veterans also had to provide their own 

uniforms, so a lot of variation is encountered – the insignia 

too, was often the product of cottage industry, and therefore 

there isn’t the same standardization that we have become 

accustomed to when dealing with most militaria. 

     To date, only a few, very simple references to the associa-

tion’s uniform and insignia regulations have come to light.  

Their almanacs contain a great many members’ photographs 

and thumbnail biographies which help us determine their 

former ranks and positions within the organization, however, 

Above - shoulder cords denoting a 
Frontline Fighters’ Association member’s 
former military rank (from left to right): 

Officer, Senior NCO, NCO and other ranks. 
 

Below:  Other ranks shoulder cord 
and button, shown actual size. 

Rank Insignia of the 

Hungarian Frontline 

Fighters’ Association 
Article and illustrations by Peter Czink 

CZINK COLLECTION 

CZINK COLLECTION / WEIDEMAN PHOTO 
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were generally the brown composition type found on       

veterans’ association garments. 

     To distinguish members who held elected positions of 

leadership within the organization, these cords were to be 

worn on both shoulders for the duration of their time in   

office. 

     Uniform regulations, which included this description, 

were published again in the 1938 almanac A Magyar     

Frontharcos Mozgalom on pages 61 and 62. They were   

published again with minor changes in 1941 in the         

Frontharcos Évkönyv on pages 212 to 215, and again in the 

same publication of the following year.  One of the changes 

related to the rank insignia was that the shoulder cord for 

other ranks was to be “khaki with a khaki slider.” 

     Even in the earlier almanacs and photos from the 1930s, 

some members also wear white triangular-shaped collar 

patches, bordered by soutache braid and decorated with the 

same rosette buttons as worn with the shoulder cords.  One 

known example of a uniform with this insignia exists,     

however, there is also photographic evidence of similar   

collar patches of a dark colour, most likely red. When      

encountered in period photos, these members always wear 

shoulder cords on both shoulders, and are often referred to as 

“chapter leaders, deputies, or members and officers of a 

chapter’s leadership.”   

personal portraits were still somewhat rare in the inter-war 

period, and often new biographical information would     

accompany an old photo – some one listed as a “chapter 

leader” may still be pictured in the uniform he had tailored 

when he joined the organization. 

     Known references to uniform regulations regarding the 

system of ranks and positions are in text only, and            

descriptions of later collar and shoulder insignia have never 

been encountered to date. 

     The earliest overview of rank insignia is in a description 

of the frontharcos uniform in the March 1st, 1934 issue of 

the Magyar Front (the original newspaper of the Frontline  

Fighters’ Association).  It states that a member’s former rank 

is denoted by a shoulder decoration, made from 4mm cord, 

twisted and doubled, with a “slider” positioned in the middle.  

This shoulder cord was to be worn “on the right shoulder of 

the uniform tunic, one end sewn into the shoulder seam and 

the other looped around a button near the collar.”  Officers 

and officer candidates wore a gold shoulder cord, gold slider, 

and gold rosette button.  Senior NCOs wore a silver shoulder 

cord, gold slider, and silver rosette button, while junior 

NCOs wore a silver shoulder cord, silver slider, and silver 

rosette button.  A green shoulder cord, green slider, and plain 

green button was for other ranks. The 20mm rosette buttons 

were the type used on Austro-Hungarian uniforms and    

Horthy-era dress tunics. The plain buttons for other ranks 

Images from the post-1941 almanac 

Frontharcos Eszme Szolgálatában 
 

Left: 

Reserve Lt. Dr. Sándor Fráter, 

a very active leader of the 

Frontline Fighters’ Association 

since the early years, wears 

the white triangular collar insignia 

generally used to distinguish 

the leadership of local chapters. 
 

Right: 

Reserve Lt. László Zsuffa, 

an auditor within the organization, 

wears the same insignia which is 

clearly a dark colour in this portrait.  

This insignia is most likely red, 

however, its exact meaning 

is currently unknown. 
 

Below: 

Illustrations of the 

“chapter leaders’ 

collar insignia 

Continued on page 8... 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY PETER CZINK 
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The gold twisted cord with gold “slider” 

and gold rosette button tell us that this 

gabardine Frontline Fighters’ Association 

uniform tunic belonged to a former officer. 
 

(These cords are on both of the 

shoulders of the tunic pictured)  

 

The triangular white wool collar-patch, 

edged in gold soutache braid also features 

a gold rosette button and signifies that this 

member held an important position of 

leadership within the organization - most 

likely with the title of “chapter leader.” 
 

(Shown actual size) 

CZINK COLLECTION / WEIDEMAN PHOTO 
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     Members who held the highest positions of leadership 

within the Frontline Fighters’ Association wore more elabo-

rate shoulders boards with heavier gold cord, twisted and 

knotted, with a gold rosette button at the end nearest the  

collar, similar to the shoulder decorations of the proposed 

Hungarian dress uniforms of the 1920s. The president, Count 

József v. Takách-Tolvay wore these cords on a white wool 

backing, while co-presidents and vice-presidents wore red-

backed shoulder boards. Two variations are known – a 

“snap-on” type on which the backing material does not run 

the entire length of the cords, but fold on both ends to snap 

over loops on the uniform’s shoulders; and a type which has 

a rigid backing which is sewn directly to the tunic. 

...continued from page 6 

Continued on page 11... 

Right: 

Illustrations of the Frontline Fighters’ Association 

vice-president’s insignia.  The collar tabs are made 

of white wool, embroidered with a Hungarian motif 

above a 22mm wide chevron of gold military braid.  

A 14mm rosette button is in the centre of each one. 

The “sew on” variation of shoulder board is 

illustrated below the collar tabs.  These rigid, red-wool 

covered boards were sewn directly to the uniform. 

The end nearest to the collar of the uniform is finished 

with a 20mm gold rosette button.  This type of shoulder 

board lacked the convenience of the removable, “snap on” 

type, however, this solution ensured that they were always 

worn correctly (some period photographs show the “snap 

on” type of shoulder boards being worn backwards). 
 

Below: 

Vice-president’s collar insignia, shown actual size. 

Opposite page: 

A remarkable portrait of one of the 

founders of the Hungarian Frontline 

Fighters’ Association, Elemér Kertész. 

This is an excellent study of his vice-

president’s collar and shoulder insignia, 

and it is the only known photograph of 

the miniature Lifetime Membership 

Badge being worn (on his lapel). 
 

(See the Winter 2008 issue of the Magyar 

Front for more about Elemér Kertész) 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY PETER CZINK 

CZINK 
COLLECTION 
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CZINK COLLECTION 
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ULLEIN-REVICZKY COLLECTION 
PÉTER SZIKITS PHOTO 

(COURTESY OF THE ANTAL 
ULLEIN-REVICZKY FOUNDATION) 
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     This shoulder insignia was the only distinction for the 

national leadership during the 1930s, however, at some point 

new collar insignia was introduced.  By 1941, photos clearly 

show two new types of collar tabs: Takách-Tolvay and the 

co-presidents wear diamond-shaped insignia with gold    

embroidery and small (14mm) rosette buttons, while the 

vice-presidents wear slightly less elaborately embroidered 

insignia with 22mm rank braid chevrons decorated with 

small rosette buttons. 

     Around the time these new insignia were introduced, 

Takách-Tolvay’s shoulder straps received an additional   

distinction of two strips of 7mm – 8mm braid. Only black 

and white photos document this, so this braid may have been 

either gold or silver. 

...continued from page 8 

Above: 

Illustrations of the Frontline Fighters’ 

Association co-president’s insignia.  The collar 

tabs are made of white wool, embroidered 

with a Hungarian motif above an open chevron 

design with a 14mm rosette button in the centre.  

The shoulder boards are the same as those for 

vice-presidents, however, the type illustrated 

is the “snap on” variation. 
 

Left: Examples of the “sew on” type 

shoulder boards, shown actual size. 

Opposite page: The co-president’s collar and shoulder 

insignia on the uniform tunic of Dr. Antal Ullein-Reviczky 
 

(See the Fall 2010 issue of the Magyar Front for more about 

the Frontline Fighters’ Association’s co-president) 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY PETER CZINK 

CZINK 
COLLECTION 
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Left: 

The president, Count József v. 

Takách-Tolvay as he was pictured 

in the 1938 Frontline Fighters’ 

Association almanac. 

At this point there was no special 

collar insignia for the president, 

the co-president and the vice presidents.  

His only distinction from the other 

members of the presidency is 

that his shoulder boards have 

a white wool backing. 
 

Opposite page: 

By 1941, photographs of 

Takách-Tolvay show him wearing 

the distinctive new collar tabs and 

two extra bands of braid on 

each shoulder board. 
 

Below: 

Illustrations of the Frontline 

Fighters’ Association president’s 

insignia.  The collar tabs are 

identical to those of the 

co-presidents, while the shoulder 

boards (only the “snap on” type 

are known to be worn by 

Takách-Tolvay) are backed with 

white wool and have two 

additional bands of braid wrapped 

across the gold cord decoration. 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY PETER CZINK 
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CZINK COLLECTION 
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     Sarajevo is certainly worth a visit for two or three days.    

I flew there via Zagreb with Croatia Airlines and managed a 

not very successful day in Zagreb between flights. It did, 

however, allow me to tick-off two parts of the Empire. 

     From Zagreb I flew to Vienna and hot on the trail,      

revisited the magnificent Heeresgeschichtliches Museum.  

There can be seen the Gräf & Stift motorcar, bullet holes and 

all, in which the Archduke was travelling when he was shot.  

In addition, the uniform he was wearing and the sofa upon 

which he took his final repose are also on display.  Many 

other artefacts relating to the murders are also there and must 

be one of the most significant items in the possession of any 

museum anywhere. The museum is a place that can        

comfortably be visited any number of times, so full is it of 

fascinating items spanning centuries of Austrian military 

history. Having already written about it, I particularly      

enjoyed seeing the Kings Dragoon Guards helmet and British 

Army field marshal’s baton of Francis Joseph I. 

     Having seen where it all started, one can also see where it 

all ended by visiting the palace at Schonnbrun.  Schonnbrun 

is one of my most favourite places and I always pay it a visit 

even if it is only to walk in the gardens.  As part of the large 

tour one can find oneself in the room where Emperor Charles 

signed his abdication, thus bringing to an end the Austro-

Hungarian Empire. 

horrors of the civil war and should not be missed. They   

easily demonstrate how fragile our civilisation can actually 

be.  On a lighter note if you visit Sarajevo, a rather pleasant 

location near the Latin Bridge for a morning coffee is Café 

Bianca.  Bianca (for I presume it is she) is a rather glam lady 

of a certain age who serves a delicious espresso or Bosnian 

coffee in her tiny establishment. 

     One might think that the events of 28 June 1914 and all 

that flowed from it might merit some significant monument, 

but no. A very modest plaque in Bosniak and English     

commemorates the spot (just about) where the shots were 

fired that killed Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife that 

day.  The plaque is appended to the small museum dedicated 

to the murders.  The museum itself must contain the worst 

ever waxwork of the Archduke sporting a haphazard        

assortment of ODMs.  That said there are some fascinating 

pieces on display including items of clothing worn by     

Gavrilo Princip, weapons taken from his gang and a copy of 

the indictment on which he was tried. Having spent some 

time loitering around the bridge and its immediate           

environments, I listened, courtesy of an MP3 player, to a 

chorus of “Gott Erhalte” in remembrance - and then moved 

on.  For all that the history geek might stand in awe and  

ponder the significance of the place, life also moves on. 

...continued from page 4 

The 1911 Gräf & Stift Double Phaeton 
in which the Archduke Franz Ferdinand 
was riding at the time of his assassination 

in Sarajevo, on June 28th, 1914 
JACK KEIR PHOTO 
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     The following year I visited Prague, and while there took 

an organised tour to Terezin (Theresianstadt).  This is a   

thoroughly depressing place. While the centre of the town 

itself is not unattractive, on a sunny day the place has      

become a dumping ground for the disadvantaged and dispos-

sessed as much of their 

souls, as anything else by 

the look and feel of it. More        

depressing was what lay 

within the impressive forti-

fications. One might have 

hoped we had learned 

something from what went 

on here during the Second 

World War, but events in 

Bosnia in the 1990s obvi-

ously proved this wrong.  In 

any event, leaving aside the 

more significant history of 

the 1940s, the cell occupied 

by Gavrilo Princip for a 

number of years can be 

found in the prison block. 

     For those interested in 

military history, the fortifi-

cations at Vysehrad make 

for a more inspiring trip.  The aviation museum at Kbely is 

highly recommended and it is free to get in. Another        

fascinating place is the Czech Orthodox Cathedral of Saints 

Cyril and Methodius where the assassins of Reinhard      

Heydrich made their stand against the German forces which 

were hunting for them. Were you to venture to Prague, you 

must stay at the Hotel Julian on Elsiky Peskove, a really  

excellent location with the best staff anywhere. 

     Prior to Prague I spent some more time in Budapest.         

I met with Tamás Baczoni at the Military History Museum 

Depository near Keleti Railway Station, and was shown 

around the uniforms and helmets stored and preserved there.  

Fascinating as all of these were, the one thing that really 

sticks out in my mind is the tin of rations prepared for what 

was meant to be Hungary’s first cosmonaut.  This trip also 

allowed me to meet Ákos Bíró who treated Gergely and  

myself to a very filling lunch in Obuda. 

     2013 pretty much finished my significant events tour. A 

two hour ride on the train from Salzburg through some quite 

stunning scenery is the town of Bad Ischl.  There is, what 

was, the summer home of Francis Joseph I, which remains in 

the ownership of a branch of the Habsburg family.  The part 

which is open to the public is preserved as it was in 1914.  

Only guided tours, conducted in German are offered.  The 

final room visited is the study of Francis Joseph where, at the 

desk in the corner, he signed the declaration of war on Serbia 

on 28 July 1914 - a true time capsule. The town itself is   

rather attractive and very pleasant to wander around. 

     While in Salzburg I had the pleasure of meeting IHMHPS 

member Otto Lang who took time to show me the fruits of 

his work in saving and preserving artefacts of the 59th     

Rainer Regiment.  In addition to the more easily locally   

acquired medals and documents, Lang and his colleagues 

venture to the battlegrounds of the Isonzo Front and recover 

relics of every description and return them home where they 

are carefully preserved.  Everything from a corrugated iron 

sentry post and artillery shells to combs and cutlery are there.  

The artefacts show almost every aspect of the life of the 

brave men of the regiment. 

What can be seen in this 

collection really brought 

home the gruesome wartime 

existence in those freezing, 

barren mountains, in a way 

no museum could ever  

manage. His dedication to 

this enterprise is an example 

to us all, and I was most 

grateful for the privilege of 

being able to see it.   

     The fortress which   

dominates the city also has 

a military museum as well 

as many other attractions, 

and is a must-see. Organ-

ised tours are available to 

Berchtesgaden to visit the 

Eagle’s Nest, the mountain-

top retreat built for Adolf 

Hitler. The views from there are quite dramatic to say the 

least. 

     I stole a brief visit to Vienna in March this year and spent 

two lovely days in the splendid company of IHMHPS    

members Manfred Winter (Austria VP) and Viktor Szontagh, 

and stayed at the Austrian Army hotel overseen by IHMHPS 

member Robert Eiserle. I was made to feel very welcome 

indeed, and was treated to lunch by Manfred at the officer’s 

mess at the Maria Theresa Barracks near Schonnbrun.      

The table had been thoughtfully decorated with both the  

Union Jack and the Austrian flag, which was very kind.         

I had the honour of attending an event at the military       

museum, where Manfred had taken me earlier, to mark the 

50th anniversary of the Austrian Army NCO Association.     

I felt rather guilty when Manfred forewent what looked like a 

rather tasty buffet to take me to the Konzerthaus for a      

concert. The following day Viktor Szontagh led me around 

Vienna to various coffee houses, places of interest and the 

biggest schnitzel I have ever seen, let alone eaten at the   

Centimetres Restaurant, while sharing his wealth of     

knowledge on the history of Vienna.  

     I said I had almost finished my trail - I had hoped to visit 

the centenary exhibitions at the military museums in both 

Vienna and Budapest, but alas Vienna’s had not yet opened 

and the one in Budapest has been postponed until after my 

planned visit there. 

     So there is my little travelogue.  My journeys have been 

significantly enhanced by meeting the fine people I have 

mentioned. They have taken time out of their busy schedules 

to share their work and knowledge with me as well as feed, 

chauffeur and entertain me. I have, more importantly made 

good friends and found a sense of comradeship too.            

As I said, the best IHMHPS in the world. 

 

Monument to the fallen, 

Rainer Regiment Museum at the Hohensalzburg Fortress 

JACK KEIR PHOTO 



     Ancient states are tempered through trial and 

adversity, and among these glorious nations 

Hungary remains a steadfast, glittering gem.      

A thousand years of introspection has yielded 

many heroes, and among them rests one of   

Hungary’s most forward thinking and sensitive 

citizens – Dr. Antal Ullein-Reviczky. 

     His uniquely Hungarian story not only paints 

a poignant picture of his beloved homeland   

embroiled in 20th century conflict, it eloquently 

expresses the universal desire to protect and  

preserve what is most precious to us – liberty 

and security, for all human kind. 

     Ullein-Reviczky’s influential life was particu-

larly rich and diverse, yet he also represents        

a broader segment of society, those significant 

contributors to the betterment of humanity who 

seem to be overlooked.  He was a key figure in 

Hungary during the Regency Period, and like 

many others, he is neither universally known, 

nor are his contributions fully appreciated in the  

non-Hungarian speaking world. His remarkable 

career deserves closer study – the man embodied 

a kind of sensitive heroism that never goes out of 

fashion, and is so necessary to every generation.  

The new edition of his memoirs, German War – 

Russian Peace, will bring to light this remarka-

ble visionary’s ideals to the English speaking 

world. 

     German War – Russian Peace, meticulously 

translated by the great man’s daughter Lovice, is 

essential reading for anyone interested in the 

history of the 20th century. 

German War 
Russian Peace 

The Hungarian Tragedy 

www.amazon.com 

The wartime memoirs of 

Antal Ullein-Reviczky, first 

published in 1947 as 
Guerre Allemande - Paix Russe 

Le Drame Hongrois 

First English edition translated by Lovice Mária Ullein-Reviczky 

Now available through Amazon  300 pages  (hardcover)  $55.00 

Peter Czink 


